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MINUTES 
Maury Elementary PTA Meeting 
 

Date | time 09/14/2017 6:00 PM  

 

Welcome: 

We to the new school year.  Many thanks to all the parent volunteers who helped at 
the school today while many of the staff paid their respects at the services for 
Henri Copper’s son Dominique.  We had a lot of substitutes in the building and the 
day went smoothly because of your help. 

 

Introduction to the PTA Executive Board:  

Shannon von Felden President 

Lane McFadden  Vice President 

Britt Stuart  Secretary 
Becky McGeehan  Parliamentarian 
Adam Hais   Treasurer 
 
Introduction to Committee Chairs: 
Jean Kohanek:   Communications 

Franny Decker:   Fundraising 

Granetta Coleman:  Grants 

Anne Mc Fadden:  Hospitality 

Kristina Vidal:   Middle Schools 

Mara Ransom:   Open Houses 

Rebecca McGeehan:  Room Parents 

Will Handsfield:  School Improvement 

Max Kieba:   School Modernization 

Adrienne Alcantara and Tara Lonnberg: Social and Emotional Learning 

Danielle Brasure:  School Wellness 

Anne Fletcher:   Teacher Appreciation 

 

Join the PTA! 

It is only $15 per person and allows you to vote on important issues. Membership is 
encouraged but not required in order to attend PTA meetings.  
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Maury Learning Clubs: Rebecca Shanghvi and Carly Fox 

 

This year, Ms. Shanghvi and Ms. Fox are leading the parent volunteers for Maury 
Learning Clubs.  The parents will be known as Learning Club Leaders and will assist 
groups of 3-4 students 2 days per week in group tutoring sessions.  

 

We are hoping to have the parents volunteer on either a Monday/Wednesday or a 
Tuesday/Thursday schedule at either 8:45-9:15 or 2:40-3:15. The topics will be math 
and reading.  Math will be focused on fact fluency + and – for younger grades and 
multiplication and division for older grades.  We will use Flash Cards and games.  
Reading will practice sight words and aim to increase reading fluency. 

 

All necessary guidance, lesson plans, and games will be provided to the parent 
volunteers.  We will work in 6 week cycles and reassess each cycle.  1st Cycle: 
October 1st – November 17th  

 

Please sign-up! Contact Rebecca Shanghvi Rebecca.shanghvi@dc.gov or Carly Fox 
carly.fox@dc.gov with your email address and the days and time you are interested 
in volunteering. 

 

Meet and Greet Group Activity 

Principal Albert Garvey and Assistant Principal Griffin led the attendees in 2 meet 
and greet activities which correspond with the responsive class room and empathy 
rooted emphasis of the school. It was fun and let us get to know some new people in 
our community a little better. 

 

Committee Announcements: 

Please consider joining one of our many committees!  There is something for 
everyone and every skill set is needed. 

 

Ad Hoc Transportation Group: 

Bill Schultheiss.  We are working on the establishment of Walking School Bus 
Routes.  Please email Bill if you are interested schlthss@gmail.com with your 
address.  We are working on a list of who is interested and will split the group 
into logical routes. We would like to start in mid-October to test out the routes.  
Then when we move to Eliot-Hine we will have the logistics figured out.  

 

Each stop will have a designated time. Parent volunteers will supervise the routes. 
The hope is that we can get more kids walking once the school is at Eliot-Hine.  
The Group will be walking the routes to make sure the stops and times are 
appropriate and not too busy and the pace is appropriate.  Check out the concept at 
www.walkingschoolbus.org. See attachment to minutes also.  

 

mailto:Rebecca.shanghvi@dc.gov
mailto:carly.fox@dc.gov
mailto:schlthss@gmail.com
http://www.walkingschoolbus.org/
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School Modernization Committee: 

 

The School improvement committee is working on our current location and keeping the 
property great for the kids.  The school modernization committee is working with 
the city on the process of modernization for the building and the temporary move 
that goes with it.  We also make sure that the school community has appropriate 
input into the modernization process through various communications, SIT, 
testifying at various City Council Committees etc. There are many moving parts to 
the modernization process including DGS, DCPS, and DDOT.   

 

Tonight we welcome Josh Tuch of DCPS who is giving update on the modernization 
process.  Josh is one of the main people who takes the input from Maury SIT and 
gets it to DCPS.  Josh’s presentation is attached hereto and also was previously 
circulated on the Maury Listserve.   

 

 Presentation by DCPS (See document attached and also circulated by Max Kieba on List serve 

for complete presentation):  

 
Swing Space Updates 

1. Schedule: We are on schedule.  The trailers will be on the field next to 
Eliot-Hine next to Constitution and 19th NE. 

2. Layout: There will be 4 main clusters of rooms in the swing space. The 
current plan is for the following layout for the clusters: 
Cluster 1: Administration 

Cluster 2: Specials 

Cluster 3: ECE/Younger students 

Cluster 4: Older students 

3. Other details: They will be adding a playground for the Pk3-K students.  
The current playground which was built for Watkins while they were in their 
swing space is not appropriate for the younger Maury children (Peabody was 
not part of the Watkins swing).  The black top will remain and there still 
will be a field area available for the students. 

4. More schedule details:   
a. Mobilization on site at E-H 9/21/17 
b. Delivery of demountables 10/3 
c. Teacher boxes arrive 11/2 
d. Substantial completion 11/30 
e. School access for additional preparation 12/1 

5. There will be a SIT meeting the week of September 25, 2017, to discuss more 
details. 

6. There is a plan in place which delineates responsibilities for the move 
between the various groups, so everybody know who is supposed to do what.  
See presentation for details. 
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Modernization Updates 
 
Scope highlights: The plan is for a building designed to accommodate 539 students.  
Enrollment projections at 513.  The 1960s building will be demolished.  We will 
retain the 1880s building and retain the playground. 
 
We are currently in the schematics design phase.  Two phases are already complete: 
the Feasibility (Fall/Winter 2016) and Ed Spec (May-July 2017) phases. 
 
Previously 4 options for the next phases of design were circulated.  From the 
feedback received the most popular option, by far, was option 4.  Next there will 
be construction drawings, followed by the beginning construction early in 2018 and 
finally completion of the building to get students back in after about 18 months.  
The rendering will occur in the next few weeks. 
 
Option 4 contained an atrium which connects the spaces.  There current version has 
the entrance on Constitution Avenue.  The building is 2 and 3 stories in different 
places with open play space. 
 
For long term planning: In September DCPS will vet schematic design and finalize. 
They will also hold a SIT meeting to communicate with the community.  In 
October/November, they will submit and track permits.  For communications the will 
meet with SIT and a community meeting. In December they will track permits. In 
January and February they will begin the project at Maury.  They will also have a 
SIT meeting and a community meeting at Eliot-Hine. 
  
Question:  Will there be any renovations in the Old Building?  
Answer: Yes, but not sure of the scope. At first we thought it would be a buff and 
scrub, but upon further review there appears to be a lot of work that needs to be 
done. 
 
Question: The possible Constitution entrance, is it being reconsidered? 
Answer:  We received a lot of comments on the entrance location.  The internal 
layout will be affected by any change.  We know it is a complicated issue and it is 
being looked at closely. 
 
Question:  Will there be dedicated space for bike parking? 
Answer:  We are adding 40-45 bike parking spaces inside the fence at the swing 
space. 
 
Question:  Has there been coordination with DDOT on traffic calming? 
Answer:  We do not have the authority on the current funding source.  Community 
communication will be need to engage DDOT, this will be important.  Because it is 
not currently supported by the renovation budget. 
Max Kieba:  Amber Gove is working tirelessly on this.  Keep on advocating as a 
community.   
 
Question:  The budget, is it being looked at to expand the budget? 
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Answer:  Carla Watson will get updates on budget needs for the project.  The 
schematic design will let us know the details and the delta and we will be better 
able to directly address at that time.  DCPS is not letting this affect the 
schedule.   
Max Kieba: Everyone agrees that the project will need more money.  There are 
several different options: the Mayor, reprogramming or the next budget.  We are 
working tirelessly to ensure that we have an appropriate space, a safe environment 
and a good teaching environment for our school. 
 
Question:  How confident are you on the timeframes? 
Answer: Very confident. 
Max Kieba: We do not want to mess up the renovations schedule at Eliot-Hine for 
their own renovation.  We are trying to work together with DCPS. 
Josh Tuch:  We are meeting with E-H school staff tomorrow. 
 
Thank you and if you have questions feel free to reach out to Josh Tuch. 
Joshua.tuch@dc.gov 202-905-4488. 

 
Max Kieba:  The swing team is meeting every 2 weeks getting ready.  Parents 
Stephanie and Kenyon are helping with the move planning. 
  
Question:  The days off in the winter break has not been decided yet.  Is there a 
drop dead date for finding this out for planning purposes? We need to know this 
information. 
Answer: Josh Tuch:  I do not know, but will let folks know that the community wants 
to know this information.  

 

Principal’s Update 
  

We are working really hard to get ready for the move. We know from renovations in 
the past that we here at Maury need to have strong teams leading the movers.  For 
example, we know that we want all of the 2nd grade boxes together in the truck 
because they will be going to the same area in the new building.  We need to have 
boxes etc. dropped off by cluster so there is not a lot of moving items between 
clusters once they arrive.  Know that all that planning is happening. 

 

On the professional development day we are looking at having moving crews come for 
a primary move.  We need to be smart about how to work from here to there.  We are 
preparing all new operational procedures to put in place in the new space.  For 
example, hallways, drop off and scheduling, so we will be ready to bring the kids 
over.  Even with plans spelled out, with 402 kids, and 50 staff members there will 
be changes that need to be made in the 1st weeks.  Please have patience for 
glitches.  As Max said before, we are meeting every 2 weeks and getting everything 
put into place. 

 

 

 

mailto:Joshua.tuch@dc.gov
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Operational Questions? 

Will we be starting earlier in the day once we move?   

We are not sure yet that we will need to do that.  Maury staff will go over to 
Eliot-Hine at 8:00 am soon to see traffic flow and will adjust from there.  We 
currently open earlier than most schools in DCPS. 

 

Question:  Will there be Polite Piggy’s?   

That is the plan.  We plan to have them in place on day one.  There is no planned 
delay in service.   

 

Max Kieba: Please join the school modernization committee we will find something 
for you to do!  All SIT meeting are public meetings.  Come and learn more.  They 
are announced on the Maury list serve.  

 

Proposed Budget Amendments: 

Shannon von Felden: There are two proposed changes to the budget which passed at 
the end of the last school year.  We will vote on the proposed change at the next 
meeting.  

1. SEL Committee has requested a budget for Operation Grand.  In the past one 
community member has independently paid for this event.  We are proposing a 
$1,000 line item for this event which encourages intergenerational learning 
and connection. 

2. Teacher Appreciation Committee.  We propose to give the teacher appreciation 
committee an extra $180 to allow $50 a month for snacks/treats for our hard 
working staff. 

 

Communications Committee: 

If you are interested in helping the communications committee by photographing some 
events, please contact Jean Kohanek. 

 

Fundraising Committee: 

Franny Decker: Welcome back everyone!  We are looking forward to another strong 
year and will be depending on each and every Maury family to achieve our success…. 
This is a group effort! Please keep an eye out on the list serve for information on 
upcoming events and ways you can become involved.   

 

You have probably seen information on our Annual Fund go out, we hope you will 
consider supporting this effort.  Outside of Maury at the Market this is our second 
biggest line item in the budget.  We ask for $200 per student and you can make 
recurring monthly contributions too which is a great option! 

 

Sarah Hais: Annual Fund: 

One major way that Maury families support the school and the programs we run is 
through our Annual Fund.  Families can pledge either a onetime donation or a 
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recurring monthly donation. There are 311 families currently at Maury and our goal 
is to have more families support the school to the extent they are able.  The 
annual fund goes directly to programs such as readers and writer workshop. 
Authentic texts for the classroom, professional development and to fund early 
childhood programing.  It supports all grades, all teacher and all students. 

 

Franny Decker: The Yard Sale is this weekend!  Please drop off any last minute 
items, especially those nicer items to the Couture Corner boxes out front! We will 
be sorting tomorrow night right here so feel free to join us.   For every hour you 
sort tomorrow night you may purchase one item then! We need volunteers for the day 
of the sale still too, especially someone to go get the Uhaul truck!! There will 
also be a wonderful bake sale going on!  

Please remember to refresh, or sign up for if you are new to Maury, many of the 
loyalty programs we participate in including Amazon Smile, Harris Teeter, Target 
and cut your Box Top’s. 

 

We have lots of smaller fundraising events that we’ll need your help on so please 
see me after if you’d like to join the committee.  

 

We have our first “Free Dress Pass” day next Thursday the 21st.  For those families 
new to Maury these are fun fundraiser that the kids can really participate in and 
enjoy.  You can buy a “pass” in the lobby Wednesday and Thursday before school for 
$2 and your student will get to dress up. This time the theme is Wacky Wear so 
mismatched socks, t-shirts backwards, mismatched shoes… just let them dress 
themselves.  

 

We are still looking for someone to Chair Maury at the Market.  We have a fantastic 
team of parent volunteers to cover certain segments of the event but we are still 
looking for someone to be our leader.  Please consider taking this on, and you are 
welcome to team up with a spouse or friend.  Plus, you’ll keep hearing Franny ask 
till we find someone ;) 

 

The last thing tonight is that Franny really wanted to stress how important it is 
that everyone does their part in supporting the PTA which supports our kids and our 
amazing school.  CAG depends on these funds to fill the gaps in what the District 
provides which allows her to provide aides, purchase equipment and supplies as well 
as enrichment programing just to name a few.  None of this comes cheap and we have 
a lofty goal of $170,000, we’ll need everyone to pitch in in whatever way they can 
to achieve this goal.  Remember, there are other ways to support if a financial 
commitment doesn’t work at this time.  We are always looking for volunteers for 
different events and this is a GREAT way to show you support Maury!   

 

Attendees: 

Autumn Christensen, Sarah Swift, Sean Dillon, Becca Schendel Norris, Andy 
Marchesseault, Analese Marchesseault, Susan Wall, Julie Aaronson, Anne Fletcher, 
Becky Trautmann, Corrie Schoenberg, Matt Arnn, Katie Telligman, D’Ann Lettieri, 
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Jenny Nieto Carey, Amy Toner, Jose Manuel Silva Vela, Angie Stillwell, Jean 
Kohanek, Cody Rice, Elsa Huxley, Erin Bibo, David Bibo, Kenyon Weaver, Daniel 
Berger, Anne McFadden, Chris Copetas, Stefan Hankin, Jennifer Sklar, Shauna Steele, 
Clare Dougherty, Granetta Coleman, Sandra George, Adrienne Alcantara, Erica Martin, 
Pierre Comizzoli, Rosie Zaklad, Meg Ansara, Deborah Mennuti, Jonathan Mennuti, 
April Hahn, Paul Bevans, Joe Weedon, Kristina Vidal, Brooke Jamison, Bill 
Schultheiss, Becky McGeehan, Britt Stuart, Shannon von Felden, Kane McFadden, Adam 
Hais, Carolyne Albert-Garvey, Taeneress Griffin, Jalesa Dodson, Johnathan Dodson, 
Mara Ransom, Katy Ebner, Kim Longfiled, Emily Martin, Chris Burch, Yun Teng, 
Maryann Stampfli, Jen Walsh, Adina Wadsworth, Rebecca Shanghvi, Carly Fox 

 

Next Meeting:  Thursday October 19, 2017 6:00 pm 

 

September  

16 Yard Sale 

21 Wacky Wear Day 

22 No School 

 

 

October 

4 Walk to School Day (7:30 am) 

5 Whole School Morning Meeting (9 am) 9  No School-Columbus  Day 

13 Family Fitness Night (6 pm) 18 Fall Picture Day 

19 PTA Meeting (6 pm) 21 Fall Festival (] 0 am) 

23 APPT Meetings for Grades 2&3 (6 pm) 25 APPT Meetings for Grades 4&5 (6 pm) 27 No 
School-  

Professional Development 30 APPT Meetings for Grades 4&5 (6 pm)  

31 Book Character Parade (2:35 pm) 

 

 
 








































